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TESK  
Safety Hinge Switch 

  
Our newest hinge switch is 
designed to replace conven-
tional hinges to provide moni-
toring of the position of ma-
chine guards which must be 
closed for operator safety. Al-
lows guard doors to rotate up 
to 270° with either a field ad-
justable switching point or pre-
set for inside our surface 
mounting.  
 

Download the brochure  
Download the Tech Brief 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Machine Safety in Europe  
 
Our latest book examines  
European machine safety 
standards and communicates 
the basic principles of         
machine safety at an          
international level. Hardcover. 
 
 Order a complimentary copy 
 

Machine Guarding and  
Lock Out / Tag Out 

 
This whitepaper provides 
some insight as to the differ-
ences between the two meth-
ods of safely controlling haz-
ardous energy. It provides the 
guidelines for when and why 
to use LO/TO on some tasks 
and machine guarding on oth-
er tasks.  
 

Download the PDF here 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GK-C Brochure 
 

This 12 page brochure       
provides an overview of our 
various safety product lines.  
 

Download the PDF here 
 

 

 

 

Application Finder 
 

Our Application Finder is a 
helpful tool for users to select 
suitable switchgear for variety 
of machine safeguarding ap-
plications. It is now available 
for iPad and Android tablets. 
Download the free app here: 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Or view on the web 
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Safe Monitoring of Speed and Standstill 
 
Guard locking safety devices are used to either protect opera-
tors from opening a guard door and being exposed to hazards 
or to protect a process from being abruptly interrupted from an 
unauthorized opening of a guard door. ISO 14119 refers to 
these two types of locking as guard locking or process locking 
respectively. An access guard should remain locked until a 
safe signal indicating a safe or ready state is received within 
the monitoring safety circuit. This signal can be based on com-
plete standstill of hazardous motions or reduced speeds below 
hazardous considerations. Certain standards and regulations 
will provide guidance on what is considered safe speeds such 
as ANSI B65.1-2005 dealing with printing press systems. 
 
The monitoring for a safe state of a standstill condition which 
will trigger the unlock signal can be achieved by a variety of 
different practices. Some of the more common methods in-
clude the monitoring of a rotating part. A safe state or "zero 
speed" is established once the revolutions have been reduced 
to a predetermined non-hazardous frequency. Another method 
is monitoring the back electromagnetic force (EMF) directly off 
of a motor. An EMF reading in the low millivolt range from the 
line voltage will represent a safe state for opening a guard. If 
the time it takes for the residual hazards of the machine to 
abate is constant, a fail-to-safe timer can also be utilized. 
Once a stop command is initialized the timer will begin a pro-
grammed count-down which upon completion will send the 
unlock signal to the safety device. 
 
Monitoring for a predetermined safe speed is typically re-
served for operations which require access to moving parts 
while a guard door is opened, such as tool setup/adjustments, 
troubleshooting or maintenance activities. However, it can also 
be applied similarly to standstill practices where only at a safe 
speed will a locking device be allowed to unlock. The monitor-
ing of safe speeds is performed by more advanced monitoring 
controllers and commonly utilizes encoders or resolvers for 
speed detection. 
 
 

Related Product Highlights 
Standstill Monitors 

 

FWS 
The FWS range of standstill monitors 
evaluate the impulses produced by rotat-
ing movement in inductive proximity 
switches. When the recorded sequence 
of impulses falls below the limiting fre-
quency, the enabling paths close. FWS 
range standstill monitors are equipped 
with Integral System Diagnostics (ISD) 

for fast and simple recognition of faults. The user receives in-
formation regarding the switching condition of the standstill 
monitor and sensor by means of multi-function LED. A variety 
of units are available with different safety and signaling out-
puts. ► More  

 
SSW301HV, AZR31S1, DN3PS2 
Sensor-free standstill monitors that are 
directly connected to a two or three-
phase motor and measure the frequency 
of the inducted voltage up to 690 VAC. 
On standstill of the motor the enabling 
paths close. ► More 
 
AZS  
The AZS fail-safe delay timer provides 
for the secure measurement of a preset 
time. The enabling signal for the control 
system is only given when the present 
time has elapsed which then makes it 
possible to open a guard locking device. 
AZS range fail-safe delay timers are of-
ten used where dangerous situation can 

occur after a machine has been switched off, e.g. because of 
running-down movements. ► More. 
 

Safe Speed Monitor 
DNDS 
The DNDS is a flexible system for the 
safe monitoring of drives. This system 
monitors the signals from encoders, re-
solvers, or proximity switches to detect 
rotary and linear movement in a safe 
manner. The system offers a variety of 
input cards in which the drive speed to 
be monitored can be individually pro-

grammed. Multiple and even different input cards can be com-
bined with a safety output module in a housing that can be 
mounted on a standard DIN rail. ► More  
 
Locking Safety Switches  

AZM161, AZM170, AZM200, 
AZM300 AZM400, AZM415, and 
MZM100  
These switches not only detect the 
closed safety guard, but provide a lock to 
prevent the guard from opening until the 
hazardous motion has abated. ► More 
 

Further Accessories  
BDF200 & AZM 200-2568  
Pushbuttons and other control devices 
are used to signal the system to shut 
down and unlock the safety guards. The 
fully configurable BDF200 pendant sta-
tion and the AZM200-2568 solenoid 
latching switch provide these pushbutton 
controls. ► More  

 
IFL  
Schmersal offers inductive proximity sen-
sors under the IFL range which can be 
used to monitor rotating shafts or other 
moving metallic parts associated with a 
hazard to detect standstill. ► More  
 
 

 
For more information,  
visit our website: www.schmersalusa.com  
visit our online catalog: www.usa.schmersal.net  
or download our Tech Brief on Safe Speed and Standstill  
Monitoring 
 
 

  

  Ask The Expert  
  
  Devin Murray  
  TUV Functional Safety Engineer   
  ID-No. 4274/11 
   

   
Q: How do I know what speeds are considered safe for 

machine interactions? 

A: As with any aspect of safeguarding, a machine specific 
(Type C) standard should be used as a reference for selecting 
safe speeds. For example ANSI/RIA15.06 deals with robots 
and robotic cells and references the speed limitation of 
250mm/s during human interaction. For equipment or applica-
tions where Type C standards do not apply, a risk assessment 
should be used to determine the speed limitations. The speed 
250mm/s is referenced in many safety standards as this is the 
average human reaction time. It is suggested that an operator 
will not be able to avoid a hazard on processes moving faster 
than this speed.  
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